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The Space is a community
arts venue and not for
profit creative studio
space ran by the charity
People Without Labels.
Based in the historic East
End of Glasgow, we are
proud to be a charity that
is accessible to all, free
from judgement and
discrimination. Our
mission is to democratise
the arts and support
people to realise their full
potential.

The Story of
The Space

x

This portfolio is an archive of
all of the creative projects, achievements
and wider histories of The Space ran by
charity People Without Labels. We have
collated records of our diverse undertakings
over the years to serve both our community
in The East End and across Glasgow City.
Within this portfolio you shall expect to
discover the history of our building, how our
organisation has developed with the help of
volunteers and collaborators, and how we
will be approaching future pursuits in line
with our charitable mission.

The Glasgow Inner
Ring Road

The Glasgow Inner
x
Ring Road was a proposed
construction commencing in 1965
and later abandoned in 1980. During this
time the partial motorway construction drove
a path through the city, destroying homes and
communities alike. Condemned as a ‘massacre’
by critics and locals, it was later confirmed to be the
last ever motorway to be built through a city in the UK.
This threat has had lasting effects on communities and
heritage within the city, preventing the redevelopment of
buildings like ours within the East End. Glasgow is still
recovering from the effects of this large scale government
planning, and therefore initiatives to rebuild community
spirit across the city remain more important than ever.

The Barras Market

Since the late 18th
century, the East End of
x
Glasgow has been the home of the
world famous Barras Market. The
Glaswegian word ‘Barras’ describes the
handcarts and barrows used by traders to hawk
their wares. Founded by Maggie McIver (The Queen
of The Barras), the market still remains in the hands
of female entrepreneurs today. Recently celebrating its
100 year anniversary, the market is steeped in Scottish
history and is the pride of the city. Over recent years the
market has seen a slow decline in traders, resulting in new
development in the surrounding areas and within the market
itself. However, The Barras still belongs to the people of the
East End, and relies on the community links and civic pride it
was built upon to preserve it for generations to come.

Our Building
Margaret Forresters

In 1938, 257 London Road became Margaret
Forrester’s Department Store. Many local
people still hold memories of visiting the store
with their parents to purchase clothes,
draperies and toys. Forresters occupied our
building until 1955, when they expanded and
became the company ‘House of Fraser’ present
on our high streets today.

Barras Bargain Centre
x

The Barras Bargain Centre then occupied the
building, providing locals with 4 floors of used
furniture items for sale! Famously you could
request something specific and the people at
the Bargain Centre would find it for you by the
following week!

An Empty Space

For several years, our building lay unoccupied.
Until 2015 when a group of artists, activists
and friends decided to take on the challenge of
converting 257 London Road into a creative
space for local communities.

Pay What You Decide
What is PWYD?
PWYD is a pricing strategy that allows all visitors to pay their chosen
amount for a commodity, right down to zero. It is a customer-centric form
of participatory pricing where you have full control.

How does it work?
Across meals, activities and workshops we operate a donations-based
approach with absolute anonymity. No one belongs here more than you,
and PWYD allows us make sure this applies to everyone.

Why do we use this?
We believe that everyone should be able to access creativity and learning,
PWYD allows you to decide what every experience is worth. Those with
more can help those with less so we can all share in the benefits.

What does the money support?
The Space is a not-for-profit charity and relies upon PWYD income in
order to operate, meet our running costs and provide for our community.
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On The Corner
In 2015, a cooperative of
creatives, locals and friends came together
to take over the old 5 storey department store
building on London Road. They began an open
source collaborative network of individuals, social
enterprises, artists, musicians and community projects
That provided accessible opportunities to those in the East
End and wider Glasgow public. After two successful years of
delivering projects, the cooperative made the decision to
become a charity (People Without Labels) and renamed the
venue as The Space.

Mural Design by Local
Art College Students
As a part of the official
launch in 2015, The Space
invited local college students
to design and create a mural of
their choice to brighten the
exterior of the new building.

Musicians Volunteer
Group
A group of young musicians
from Possilpark began volunteering
their labour in exchange for use of
music facilities and rehearsal spaces
made available by The Space.

Free English Classes
In the early months of the 2016
launch of The Space, an English tutor
from Kelvin College volunteered his time
to host two weekly English classes for
the local community. The groups were
fed and in return, volunteered their time
to assist in the task of rejuvenating the
building.

Artist’s Hub
In 2016-17, The Space began
offering collaborative opportunities
for local artists. Those involved
assisted in the creation of adaptable
workspaces made entirely from recycled
materials. The spaces offered 24hr
access, opportunities for time share and
a business presence for those who
required it.

Upcycled Community
Cafe
The Community ‘Pay What You
Decide’ café space was entirely
created by local young people. All
fittings and furnishings are recycled or
reused from the waste of surrounding
businesses, and all building materials
including ceiling tiles were donated by
local companies.

Glasgow’s First Free
Lunch Café
In 2016, People Without
Labels opened Glasgow’s first free
lunch café. This was entirely volunteer
led and all food that was served was
either donated or upcycled from the
waste of surrounding businesses. This
project initially ran in collaboration with
the Buddhist Centre who allowed us
access to their kitchen facilities.
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Creative Committee
At The Space we uplift our tenants
and partners to achieve their fullest potential,
and do our bit to support them in their creative
activity. We do this through our Creative Committee
of tenants who keep us updated with current projects.
Over the years we have supported many small businesses
and makers within the building with digital skills, funding
applications and even to achieve internships outwith
the charity.

Scottish Referendum
We asked our local
community what their ambitions
were for the future of Scotland
and applied their desires to our
socially engaged charity
Model..

Community Arts
Gallery
Following the opening of our
Community Exhibition Space,
photographer Gary Harkins hosted a
display of his portraits of local people
and documentary photographs during
the development of The Space. We
hosted a Pay What You Decide 3 course
dinner and entertainment for the public..

Living Room Launch
The relaunch of the
Community Living Room celebrated
the licensing that allowed us to offer a
Pay What You Decide café and event
space 7 days a week. An open mic was
hosted on Saturdays, and we continued
to serve upcycled food to the community
supported by our dedicated team
of volunteers.
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Community
Swap Shop
Following the relaunch of our
Community Living Room, we
began regularly housing local social
enterprises that fulfilled the desires
of the community and promoted
sustainable practices. This included a
Swap Shop hosted by charity Concrete
Gardens, where the public could trade
their secondhand items of clothing.

Children’s Toy Swap
To further benefit the
community, we began hosting a
weekly children’s toy swap service.
Local families were able to recycle
old toys to benefit others in
surrounding areas and promote
sustainable consumerism.

Saturdays at
The Space
In 2017, we began hosting
Saturdays at The Space. Local CIS’s
and charities received an open invitation
to sell their wares and form partnerships
within the community. Saturdays at The
Space were always PWYD and offered local
people access to an alternative shopping
experience that tackled consumerism and
gave back to local organisations.

Aromatherapy &
Herbalism
Local aromatherapy and
herbalism experts from Herbal
Scotland would attend Saturdays at The
Space on a monthly basis to teach the
community how they could improve their
wellness with all natural, locally grown
sustainable plant based products.

Building Mural
In 2017, our friends over at
The Pipe Factory collaborated with
The Space and received funding for
a large-scale mural on the side of
our building to help brighten the area
and attract locals.

Christmas Day
at The Space
Each year, People Without
Labels host a Christmas party and
meal for the community. The event is
entirely volunteer led, funded by the
charity and invitations are always on
a pay what you decide basis for our
guests.

Open Music Events
At The Space, we believe in
music as a tool to connect and
empower communities. We would
regularly host open mic events within
the building to showcase local talent
and offer a space for up-andcoming musicians to practice.

Sensory Learning
Beach
People Without Labels hosted
a fundraising campaign to build a
sensory learning beach within The
Space. The beach would include
vitamin D lamps, music equipment,
and comfortable spaces to relax in. The
beach is available for families to book
and grants opportunity for local people
to explore alternative learning.ents.

Access to
Reiki & Massage
In collaboration with local
colleges, The Space hosted
monthly affordable wellbeing
sessions with trainee masseuse
students. These included Swedish
Massage, Reiki and Aromatherapy on
a PWYD basis.
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Children’s Recycled
Fashion Event
The Space hosted a
Children’s Recycled Fashion event
for the public. Local children partook in
creative workshops promoting
sustainable craft, and each created
an outfit to share with their families and
the wider community. Catering was
provided on the night and the event was
hosted in our recently renovated Venue.

x

Sweet Aerobics
Sweet Aerobics are one of the
many local organisations that hosted
regular gatherings within our event
spaces. They ran weekly donationbased aerobics classes for all the
family to enjoy!

x

Sensory Saturday
Afternoons
The Space offered safe and
accessible events on Saturday
afternoons for families of all ages
and abilities. Parents could bring
along their children for food, comfort
and entertainment free of charge.

x

East End Free Festival
Live Music
Commencing in 2019,
The Space coordinated and hosted
the East End Free Festival supported by
The Area Partnership Fund. The festival
ran for 12 weekends over the course of
the year and offered various free events
and opportunities for local people to
come together and enjoy themselves.

x

East End Free Festival
Late Nights
The East End Free Festival
would include monthly late-night
parties within our events space.
These would all be alcohol free and
facilitated a space for families and
those in recovery to dance, eat and
listen to music provided by resident
DJ’s and tenants of The Space.

Q
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The Magnificent
Movie Machine
People Without Labels and
partner organization The Dream
Machine, co-hosted regular movie
viewings within The Space for the
local community to enjoy. The events
included a movie and a meal on a
pay as you decide basis.

x

Animal Therapy
A local animal enthusiast would
often come and introduce her
4-legged friends to families in Calton.
This taught children valuable lessons in
responsibility and patience and offered
them an opportunity to access animal
therapeutic education within a
supportive community setting.

x

Weekly Dress-up &
Face painting
The Space offers weekend
opportunities for families to come
along, make connections and nurture
community values. This would include
weekly dress up and face painting ran
by our volunteers to ensure respite for
parents and provide freedom for children
to get creative.

x

The Artist’s Lunchbox
The Artist’s Lunchbox offered
local families access to childcare and
nutritious meals completely free of
charge. With a range of activities
including baking, discos, and arts & crafts
commencing at 9:30am. Families could
feel assured that their youngest members
were being well looked after whilst having
the opportunity to explore valuable skills.

x

Covid-19 Pandemic
When the COVID-19 pandemic hit in
2020, The Space had to radically adjust our
operating practices to see how we could support
people through this unprecedented situation. We
converted our public spaces to house donations for a
variety of charities tackling homelessness, launched an
emergency Food Phone scheme and ran Digital Inclusion
Programmes for all staff and volunteers to ensure we could all
support one another. We continue to survive and thrive despite
ongoing restrictions and pride ourselves on our efforts to continue
providing vital support for the community.

x

The Food Phone
Following funding from the
Co-Op Food Fund and a partnership
with Meals Collective, The Space
launched a non-profit food distribution
service to tackle food poverty following
the affects of the pandemic. All meals
are 100% plant based and prepared by
local chefs. Good for people, places and
the planet.

x

The Scottish School
of Classical Art
One of the members of our Creative
Committee and loyal tenant has launched an
independent creative learning school hosted within
The Space. The Scottish School of Classical Art favours
traditional techniques and teaches you to ‘paint like the
masters!’ Over the years we have assisted Micheal in renovating
his studio space to accommodate students, hosted his weekly life
drawing activities and secured him a placement within a local school to
teach painting to children locally. This is one of the many examples of
support our tenants to achieve their hopes and dreams.

x

COP26 at The Space
During COP26, Glasgow was able to
welcome people from all over the world into our
hearts to join in the fight for climate justice. The
Space was delighted to host the organisation Stop
Climate Chaos Scotland within building for creative workshops
and banner making. The Dream Machine were also delighted to
have hosted the premiere of ‘The Weight of Water: The Human
Cost of the Climate Crisis’. We were joined by directors Deej
Phillips and K.C Shreya for a Q&A session afterwards which was a
real privilege for all who made it along.

Overview

This portfolio is an ongoing archive
that will continue to record the success of
community creative facilitation that occur
within and outwith The Space and the charity
People Without Labels. We believe that
x
everyone deserves equal opportunities for
self expression and connection, and we will
On The Corner
continue to do our bit to support people to
achieve these goals. Our mission is ongoing,
In 2015, a cooperative of
withandmany
people
creatives, locals
friends came
togetherin our city still facing
to take over
the old 5 storeyisolation
department store
loneliness,
and
financial
hardship.
building on London Road. They began an open
source collaborative network of individuals, social
enterprises, artists, musicians and community projects
That provided accessible opportunities to those in the East
End and wider Glasgow public. After two successful years of
delivering projects, the cooperative made the decision to
become a charity (People Without Labels) and renamed the
venue as The Space.

At The Space, nobody belongs here
more than you.

Testimonials
Google Reviews
• ‘Awesome space with many community opportunities.’
• ‘Such friendly owners and helpers. Everyone interested in the local community should
visit.’
• ‘So much more about this place. Check it out!’’
• ‘As I live in the area, I have noticed that this establishment has been really effective
at engaging marginalised members of society promoting positivity!’
• ‘Visit it and you won't regret it. One of my best experiences.’
• ‘A pleasure, for the body and the mind! People really connect in there!’
• ‘Absolutely amazing people's place, very good food too which you contribute with what
is in your pocket, visit it and you won't regret it. One of my best experiences.’
x • ‘Cosy wee place with good vibes.’

Facebook reviews
• ‘I like what these guys are doing, watch this space with them. More and more
interesting stuff coming, and I will be joining them again.’
In 2015,
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become a charity (People Without Labels) and renamed the
venue as The Space.

Get Involved!
We are looking for new board members with a
range of skills and experience to assist us in running the
charity People Without Labels.

x

If you have skills in bookkeeping, fundraising, working with
people with a range of abilities, and are enthusiastic about
community empowerment then we would be delighted to
receive an expression of interest from you. No previous
experience of being a board member is required, as we will
provide full training to support you in understanding your
role and responsibility.

On The Corner

People Without Labels understand that each individual has
their own unique personal circumstances which affect how
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delivering projects,
the cooperative
the decision to
become a charity (People Without Labels) and renamed the
venue as The Space.
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